Class 21 : Basics of Structure formation
n

This class
l
l
l
l

From a smooth to a structured Universe
Gravitational collapse of dark matter
Dark matter halos
Behavior of baryons in DM halos

I : What produces structure?
n
n

n

Question : how does the Universe go from being
homogeneous to being full of structure?
Basic idea : Something introduced very small
disturbances into the Universe at very early time.
Those small disturbances then grew due to the action of
gravitational instability
Slightly more detail of the standard model:
l
l

l
l

Initial disturbance (“seed perturbations”) were imprinted into the
Universe at very very early time
The perturbations grow very slowly due to action of gravity until
matter starts to dominate the energy density of the Universe
(t~70,000ys)… they then start to grow faster
Perturbations are at level of 1 part in 105 at epoch of
recombination… this produces observed anisotropies in CMB.
They continue to grow after that… eventually forming a
filamentary structure of matter. This is the “skeleton” for galaxy
formation!
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II : Gravitational Instability
n

Key physics is gravitational instability
l
l

Denser regions gravitationally attract matter and
grow more dense
But how exactly does this work?
§ What determines whether some perturbation collapses or not?
§ How quickly do they collapse?

n

To analyze structure formation, we distinguish
two phases of evolution…
l

l

Early times - small perturbations in an otherwise
homogeneous Universe. Studied using first-order
perturbation theory (“linear evolution”)
Late times – dense collapsed structures surrounded
by low-density voids/spaces. Studied using large
computer simulations.

III : Linear evolution
n

Basic theoretical approach
l
l
l

l

Write down the fundamental equations that
govern the behavior of the matter.
Impose the fact that the perturbations away
from homogeneity/isotropy are small.
Expand out the basic equations and throw
away all terms in which two small
perturbations are multiplied together.
Solve the resulting (linear) equations in
order to figure out the nature of the system.
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Illustrative example: Normal (baryonic)
gas in a static Universe
l
l

See analysis on board!
Important conclusions
§ On small enough length scales, pressure forces
counteract gravity and prevent collapse
§ But, on sufficiently large scales, gravity always wins
(Jeans Instability)
§ The smallest scale on which collapse occurs is called
the Jeans length, and the corresponding mass is the
Jeans mass

n

For real Universe, need to extend linear
theory to handle:
l
l
l
l

Expanding Universe
Collisionless dark matter
General relativity (curvature etc.)
Causality (existence of particle horizon)

(We’ll discuss the implications of these
issues next class)
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